
 

County takes green approach to roadbuilding  

 

Ron Maloney Seguin Gazette Correspondent 

Laying Rubber 

The Guadalupe County Road and Bridge department is installing a new kind of roadbed on a 

section of Elm Creek Road using recycled tires to test a road building process that could save 

thousands in installation and maintenance costs. The tires hold crushed rock together in a 

compressed “Mechanical Concrete” engineers believe will carry much heavier loads than 

traditional county roads and enable the roadways and ditches to last much longer than before. 
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GUADALUPE COUNTY — Sam Bonasso is a self-described, “old, hairy-eared civil engineer” 

who looks at an pile of discarded tires and doesn’t see them the same way the rest of us do. 

“Nobody thinks tires are pretty but me,” Bonasso told an assemblage of local government 

officials Thursday out on Elm Creek Road that included all of Guadalupe County’s 

commissioners as well as representatives of governments around the 12-county area represented 

on the Alamo Area Council of Governments. 
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That’s because when Bonasso, former head of West Virginia’s state highway department, sees 

even a mountain of old tires, the color he’s thinking about is green — green in the sense that he’s 

found a way to recycle them that represents a paradigm shift in waste management and in the 

sense that they will save road departments around the world millions — and just maybe put a 

few pennies in his own pockets, besides, through a modest licensing arrangement. 

Thursday, AACOG and Guadalupe County demonstrated a new road construction technique 

patented by Bonasso that uses old tire treads as “Geo-cylinders” to hold crushed rock, gravel or 

sand in place as a “Mechanical Concrete” in a roadbed — making it three times stronger than 

traditional techniques for installing road base and saving around 20 percent per mile in road 

construction costs. 

The biggest savings of all, though, is expected to come in road maintenance, where AACOG, 

Bonasso and other engineers say the savings could be 75 percent over the life of a road. 

The sidewalls are removed from the tires, the treads are set on the ground and fastened together 

and then crushed rock is poured over the tires, with the road finish of choice — gravel, concrete 

or asphalt — installed over them. 

The thickness of the road base is cut from up to 24 inches to eight inches and the tires hold the 

material in place so well that even the heaviest semi-rigs now on the highway cannot cause the 

kind of lateral shifting or push-out that ruins many county roads. And water that gets down into 

the base — another major cause of potholes and other road damage — drains right through. 

And at the end of the anticipated life of the Mechanical Concrete road, crews strip the pavement 

off, remove the tires and the rocks with a loader or a backhoe and then they can put the same 

tires and the same aggregate right back down and repave over it, saving thousands upon 

thousands of dollars in rebuilding costs. 

“In construction, time is money,” said Jeff Labenz-Hough of HDR Engineering Inc. of San 

Antonio, which is consulting on the test with AACOG and Guadalupe County. 

To build a road, Labenz-Hough said, crews don’t get to just pave over whatever is on the ground 

— they must dig deep enough to allow whatever thickness of road base they’ll need to handle a 

road’s projected load — 10, 20 or 24 inches is typical depending on conditions —and allow for 

drainage and other issues that can shorten the life of a roadway. 

In the Mechanical Concrete system, the tires are laid out in a grid on several inches of sub base, 

filled with crushed rock and then can be covered with whatever the road finish will be, meaning 

that the road materials will only be a third or half as thick as current construction requires. 

The key is the tires, which have their sidewalls cut out so they’re basically just eight-inch tubes 

that hold gravel in place. 

A mile of 24-foot rural roadway would require about 24,000 tires at a cost of two dollars per tire, 

delivered to a construction site. While laying down the tires is labor intensive, the roadway can 



be laid faster. And the scourge of discarded tires, a blight in a country that goes through 300 

million tires a year, can ultimately be addressed by finding uses for them in construction of 

roadways and retaining walls. 

“These are not special tires,” Labenz-Hough said. “They’re just the everyday tires you see 

everywhere.” 

Faced with the problem of abandoned tires, which now are probably best recycled chipped up in 

road base or as fuel for power plants, a way was needed to “make lemonade of lemons,” the 

consultant said because 60 percent of them now go unused. 

“In South Texas — all of Texas, you see these piles of tires,” Labenz-Hough said. “We use 30 

million of them a year in this state. We think we have in Mechanical Concrete a recipe for 

lemonade that’s pretty good.” 

Bonasso said he was getting on toward retirement from his consulting engineering business when 

he was tapped by the governor of West Virginia to run its road department, which is also 

responsible for county roads in that state. 

Early on in the job, state officials faced with mountains of illegally discarded tires tasked 

Bonasso with finding a way to get rid of them. 

His first thought Bonasso said, was why not use them as fill in road projects? But there were two 

problems: the tires held water, which causes serious damage to roadbeds, and they were unstable 

— they spring, which leads to shifting of materials, which breaks down roads, shoulders and 

ditches. 

Bonasso figured out that if he cut the sidewalls away from the tread, he solved both of the 

problems and ended up with a tube that could be filled with rock — one that wouldn’t move 

when connected in a grid. 

“What this is is the astounding power of confinement,” Bonasso explained Thursday. “It’s 

solidification — this rock isn’t going anywhere once it’s confined. It’s virtually indestructible.” 

A Mechanical Concrete road can withstand loads of more than 200 lbs. per square inch. An 

80,000-lb. semi rig applies about 100 lbs. of pressure per square inch, Bonasso said. 

So the “old, hairy eared engineer” retired again, patented his process, and so far licenses it for a 

small fee to road departments in five states as well as the U.S. Department of Homeland 

Security, which uses it at facilities in California. Bonasso hopes the process will revolutionize 

road construction — and remove the blight of worn-out tires from the landscape forever. 

And Guadalupe County commissioners said the ecological benefits, the relatively low cost and 

the strength are all important — particularly in a county seeing more and more heavy truck 

traffic as a result of the Eagle Ford shale play —including big rigs that seek to use back roads 

such as Elm Creek as shortcuts. 



Precinct 3 Commissioner Jim Wolverton said he believed the technique could be a game-

changer, and when commissioners and Road Administrator Mark Green heard AACOG was 

looking for a place to demonstrate and test the idea, Guadalupe County stepped right up. 

“There are a tremendous amount of tires, and this would be a great way to use them,” Wolverton 

said. “We were really happy about this, and we wanted to try it here.” 

Pct. 3 Commissioner Judy Cope agreed, as did Pct. 2 Commissioner Kyle Kutscher. 

“The plasticity of this soil is so great, it’s a major concern,” said Cope, whose family has been in 

the construction business. “This system, if it does what they say, allows water to drain down 

through the base of a road, which should be a big help. It takes a lot of taxpayers’ dollars to come 

back, level and re-grade roads, and we’re hopeful about this process. We won’t know for sure 

until it’s seen a little use.” 

Kutscher hopes it will save the county money — and enable it to do more roadwork as a result. 

“I think it’s a good idea to try something that could save the taxpayers money,” Kutscher said. 

Green said the county thought it could be helpful, which is why the road department initiated the 

test project. 

“We should be doubling the strength of our current road construction,” Green said. “We still 

have to run it through the test of time to see what its longevity is, but the engineering looks very 

good, and that’s why we were interested in it.” 

 


